
DO YOU SAVE ENERGY 
WHILE BRUSHING 
YOUR TEETH?
Gustavsberg is at the cutting edge worldwide when it comes to 

mixers. Design, materials and the underlying technology are all 

second to none. With a mixer from Gustavsberg, you receive not 

only a product that will keep on working perfectly year after year, 

but also a fitting that helps you save energy and money every time 

you use it.

The reason for this is that, thanks to its genius design, the mixer 

ensures that you never use more or hotter water than you need. 

Over the years, Gustavsberg’s patented energy-saving solutions 

have won numerous prestigious international awards and prizes – 

and we are still working to make them even more efficient.

EVEN PRESSURE & TEMPERATURE

ENERGY-SAVING

A REVOLUTIONARY ENERGY-SAVING FUNCTION THAT CAN HELP REDUCE 

YOUR ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY 50%. THE SIMPLE SOLUTION IS BASED ON 

THE FACT THAT YOU HAVE TO MOVE THE LEVER ACTIVELY ALL THE WAY TO 

THE LEFT TO REACH THE MAXIMUM WATER TEMPERATURE. WHEN YOU RE-

LEASE THE LEVER, IT AUTOMATICALLY RETURNS TO THE PRESET COMFORT 

TEMPERATURE, APPROX. 38–40 ºC. THE COMFORT TEMPERATURE IS FULLY 

ADJUSTABLE TO MATCH INDIVIDUAL PREFERENCES.

WATER-SAVING

THIS MIXER HELPS YOU AVOID USING MORE WATER THAN NECESSARY. 

THE STARTING POSITION PROVIDES A PRESET COMFORT FLOW, WHICH 

IS SUFFICIENT FOR WASHING UP OR WASHING YOUR HANDS, FOR 

EXAMPLE. TO OPEN THE FULL FLOW, YOU NEED TO LIFT THE LEVER 

TO ITS HIGHEST POSITION. WHEN YOU RELEASE THE LEVER, IT AUTO-

MATICALLY RETURNS TO THE COMFORT FLOW POSITION. THE FLOW 

FUNCTION IS FULLY ADJUSTABLE TO SUIT INDIVIDUAL PREFERENCES.

SENSOR-CONTROLLED MIXER

THE SMART SENSOR TECHNOLOGY AUTOMATICALLY HELPS YOU 

TO SAVE ENERGY AND AVOID WASTING WATER. THE MIXER 

TURNS ON WHEN YOU PLACE YOUR HANDS IN THE APPROPRIATE 

POSITION, AND SHUTS OFF AGAIN AS SOON AS YOU REMOVE 

THEM. DURING CLEANING, COVER THE SENSOR EYE TO DISABLE 

THE MIXER TEMPORARILY. POWERED BY A STANDARD BATTERY 

OR TRANSFORMER.

AUTO-REPAIR COLOURS

ANTI-BACTERIAL COLOUR

THERMOSTATIC MIXERS FEATURE BUILT-IN AUTOMATIC SCALD 

PROTECTION AND HOT-WATER SAFETY STOP WITH TYPE-APPROVED 

NON-RETURN VALVES. THIS MEANS THAT THE MIXERS REACT 

QUICKLY TO THE CHANGES IN TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE 

THAT CAN ARISE IN THE WATER FLOW, AND EVEN OUT THE 

DIFFERENCES.

ECO-START

AN ENERGY-ECONOMICAL MIXER THAT STARTS AUTOMATICALLY AT 

A TEMPERATURE OF 17 ºC FROM ITS STARTING POSITION (LEVER 

STRAIGHT AHEAD), HELPING YOU SAVE BOTH ENERGY AND MONEY.

THE MIXER FEATURES UNIQUE AUTO-REPAIR PROPERTIES. IN 

PRACTICE, THIS MEANS THAT MINOR SCRATCHES WHICH APPEAR 

ON PAINTED LEVERS AND HANDLES IN THE LOGIC RANGE QUITE 

SIMPLY DISAPPEAR ON THEIR OWN. THE PAINTED SURFACE  

TREATMENT MAKES THE MIXER MORE DURABLE AND REDUCES 

THE RISK OF BACTERIA SPREADING.

THE MIXER’S ANTI-BACTERIAL SURFACE TREATMENT ON ALL 

PAINTED LEVERS AND HANDLES COUNTERACTS THE SPREAD 

OF BACTERIA (SUCH AS PNEUMOCOCCI AND MULTI-RESISTANT 

BACTERIA), VIRUSES AND FUNGI, FOR EXAMPLE. THE SURFACE 

TREATMENT HAS A LONG-TERM EFFECT, PROVEN TO LAST FOR 

AT LEAST FIVE YEARS.

INDEPENDENT CERTIFICATION
The Nordic Quality symbol is allocated to certified 

sanitation products in line with established require-

ments controlled by INSTA-CERT. These products 

meet set criteria for production, guarantee period, 

spare parts, documentation and technical suitability 

for installation in the Nordic region.
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• As standard, all our kitchen and washbasin mixers feature our 
 patented water-saving technology that saves thousands of litres 
 of water every year. And money, too.

• You can adjust or even deactivate all the energy and water-saving  
 functions in our mixers to suit your individual needs. 

• All the components are made of food approved materials.

• All our mixers are recyclable. Moreover, they are largely made of  
 recycled metal. When new mixers are installed, 95% of the old ones  
 are recycled. The brass is made into new “raw material” that the  
 brass factory uses to make rods and bars which go into the 
 production of mixers.

• Simple instructions make it easy for you to set up and use your mixer.  
 For example, you can adjust the scald protection quickly and easily  
 without any specialist tools.

• All single-lever mixers feature ceramic seals. These are tested for  
 at least 450,000 pin movements, which is the equivalent of around  
 20 years of normal use.

• Kitchen mixers are available with shut-offs for dishwashers and  
 washing machines. One of the requirements for the new installation  
 of kitchen mixers is that the water cut-off be located above the  
 worktop. A practical solution is therefore to integrate this cut-off  
 into the mixer.

• Many stainless worktops are so thin that a kitchen mixer with a high  
 spout may feel a little unstable. Therefore, we recommend fitting  
 our mixers on worktops made of thicker material, or in the worktop  
 itself. However, our range does include a stay to keep the mixer  
 stable on thin worktops, too.

• Self-draining outdoor taps are a smart solution. When you turn them  
 off, they automatically drain the water from the pipes in the wall. This  
 eliminates the risk of costly water damage.

• Many of our washbasin mixers are available with a practical side  
 shower for installing on the wall. The shower matches all washbasins,  
 and if you position it close to a toilet, it makes an excellent substitute  
 for a bidet.

The following pages present a number of technical terms that may 
need a little explanation: 

Water connections refers to the pipes that are connected to the water 
supply. Our mixers have flexible water connections, which are appro-
ved for the Nordic market and facilitate installation.

c-c is a measurement (“centre–centre”) that refers to the distance 
between your incoming supply pipes for hot and cold water.

“Change-over” selectors are a feature of bathtub mixers and  
determine whether the water comes out of the bath spout or  
the shower head.

GOOD TO KNOW …

IMPORTANT CONCEPTS

GUSTAVSBERG’S ENERGY-SAVING NAUTIC 

AND LOGIC MIXERS WERE AWARDED THE 

HIGHEST POSSIBLE MARKS WHEN SIS TK 519 

AND KIWA TESTED THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

OF A VARIETY OF MIXERS.

WE NEVER BOAST. WE’D RATHER TELL YOU THE FACTS.

Our energy-saving washbasin mixers from the Nautic and 

Logic ranges were awarded the highest possible marks in 

the stringent efficiency tests developed by SIS TK 519 and 

Kiwa. The secret of our success is our unique heat and flow 

functions that result in the mixer immediately returning to its 

energy-saving comfort position as soon as you release the 

lever. In this way, it helps you to save incredible amounts of 

energy, water and even money – automatically. If you want 

hotter water or to increase the flow, simply move the mixer 

lever to its outermost position. Nautic and Logic models can 

also be individually customised, which is yet another feature 

that makes Gustavsberg mixers stand out from the competi-

tion. However, as we say, we never boast. We’d rather tell you 

the facts.
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WANT TO PEEL 
POTATOES IN A MORE 
ECO-FRIENDLY WAY?
A lot of water is used in the kitchen. Far too much, in fact. Leaving 

the water running may not sound all that dangerous, but we harm 

the environment when we use more energy than we need. In 

addition, we pour money down the drain. Literally. Gustavsberg’s 

kitchen mixers automatically help to ensure that you never use 

more hot water than you need. In practice, this means that you can 

save both energy and money, even if you insist on peeling potatoes 

under running water.

NAUTIC KITCHEN MIXER

Our elegant Nautic mixer is environmentally certified 

and features functions designed to save both energy 

and water. It starts at a temperature of 30 ºC (lever 

straight), which is often sufficient. On account of the 

built-in energy- and water-saving functions, you must 

actively move the lever up or to the side to increase the 

temperature or the flow. When you release the lever, it 

automatically returns to its original energy-saving  

position. You can adjust or even deactivate all the 

energy and water-saving functions in our mixers to  

suit your individual needs.

Nautic mixers are available with low or high spouts. 

In fact, there are two different versions of the high-

spout model.
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Our Logic mood mixer is packed with smart features, both inside 

and out. It is also the first mixer that can change its identity thanks 

to exchangeable levers in a variety of colours. The painted levers 

have been given an anti-bacterial, auto-repairing surface that 

prevents scratches. This is particularly beneficial in kitchens, where 

you work with foods. In addition, the Logic mixer contains the 

same water and energy-saving functions as the Nautic models.

LOGIC KITCHEN MIXER

• As standard, all our kitchen and washbasin mixers feature our patented  
 water-saving technology that saves thousands of litres of water every   
 year. And money, too.

• You can adjust or even deactivate all the energy and water-saving 
 functions in our mixers to suit your individual needs.

• Our mixers can be recycled. All the components are made of food   
 approved materials.

• Simple instructions make it easy for you to set up and use your mixer.   
 For example, you can adjust the scald protection quickly and easily   
 without any specialist tools.

• Kitchen mixers are available with shut-offs for dishwashers and 
 washing machines.

• All single-lever mixers feature ceramic seals. These are tested for at   
 least 450,000 pin movements, which is the equivalent of around 20   
 years of normal use.

• One of the requirements for the new installation of kitchen mixers is 
 that the water shut-off be located above the worktop. A practical 
 solution is therefore to integrate this shut-off into the mixer.

• Many stainless worktops are so thin that a kitchen mixer with a high   
 spout may feel a little unstable. Therefore, we recommend fitting our   
 mixers on worktops made of thicker material, or in the worktop itself.   
 However, our range does include a stay to keep the mixer stable on thin  
 worktops, too.

GOOD TO KNOW

COLORIC KITCHEN MIXER

Heavenly Champagne

COLORIC KITCHEN MIXER

Rough Aluminium

COLORIC KITCHEN MIXER

COLORIC KITCHEN MIXER

Passionate Red

COLORIC KITCHEN MIXER

Moody Blue

LOGIC KITCHEN MIXER 

Moody Blue

LOGIC KITCHEN MIXER 

Perfect White

LOGIC KITCHEN MIXER 

Sinful Black

LOGIC KITCHEN MIXER 

Crazy Orange

LOGIC KITCHEN MIXER 

Classy Chrome

The Coloric colour is made of hard-anodised aluminium, which 

makes the surface just as hardy as that of a chromed mixer. 

Coloric is available in five exclusive colours.
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LOGIC WASHBASIN MIXERS

Logic washbasin mixer
Classy Chrome, without waste fitting   GB41214951 

SUPPLEMENTS
Push-down valve, Classy Chrome  GB41636575 01 
Captive waste   GB41637445  

Replacement lever in the following colours:
Sinful Black   GB41638515-23 
Perfect White   GB41638515-25 
Moody Blue   GB41638515-36 
Crazy Orange   GB41638515-38

Logic washbasin mixer with hand shower and wall mounting
Classy Chrome, without waste fitting   GB41214961  

SUPPLEMENTS
Push-down valve, Classy Chrome  GB41636575 01
Captive waste    GB41637445   

Replacement lever in the following colours:
Sinful Black   GB41638515-23 
Perfect White   GB41638515-25 
Moody Blue   GB41638515-36 
Crazy Orange   GB41638515-38

Logic washbasin mixer with hand shower, wall mounting and  
dishwasher shut-off Classy Chrome, without waste fitting  GB41214991  

SUPPLEMENTS
Push-down valve, Classy Chrome   GB41636575 01
Captive waste    GB41637445
  
Replacement lever and dishwasher shut-off in the
following colours:

Sinful Black    GB41638520-23
Perfect White    GB41638520-25
Moody Blue    GB41638520-36
Crazy Orange    GB41638520-38

For prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to range and specifications without notice. When making important decisions, check in advance.

ART no

• Energy classification A
• Adjustable comfort flow
• Adjustable comfort temperature
• Approved flexible water  
 connection for easier installation

• Coloured levers as an option
• Possible to lock the hot water  
 temperature for increased scald  
 protection

• Function adaptation with optional  
 levers (see www.gustavsberg.com)
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For prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to range and specifications without notice. When making important decisions, check in advance.

ART no

ART no

COLORIC WASHBASIN MIXERS

NAUTIC WASHBASIN MIXERS

Coloric washbasin mixer without waste fitting

Sinful Black   GB41219051-23 
Rough Aluminium   GB41219051-46 
Heavenly Champagne   GB41219051-47 
Moody Blue    GB41219051-36 
Passionate Red   GB41219051-49 

SUPPLEMENTS
Push-down valve     GB41636575 01
Captive waste   GB41637445 

Coloric washbasin mixer without waste fitting with chromed 
hand shower and wall mounting

Sinful Black     GB41219151-23   
Rough Aluminium    GB41219151-46  
Heavenly Champagne     GB41219151-47  
Moody Blue    GB41219151-36  
Passionate Red     GB41219151-49  

SUPPLEMENTS
Push-down valve     GB41636575 01
Captive waste   GB41637445   

Nautic washbasin mixer

Waste fitting,  with lifting shaft   GB41214041 
Without waste fitting   GB41214047

Nautic washbasin mixer

With combined strainer stopper waste fitting  GB41214043

• Hard anodised aluminium, just as  
 scratch  resistant as chroming

• Aluminium is 100% recyclable
• Adjustable comfort flow

• Approved flexible water  
 connection for easier installation

• Energy classification A
• Adjustable comfort flow
• Adjustable comfort temperature

• Approved flexible water  
 connection for easier installation
• Possible to lock the hot water tempe- 
 rature for increased scald protection

• Opportunity for function  
 adaptation with optional levers  
 (see www.gustavsberg.com)
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ART no

Nautic washbasin mixer with hand shower
and wall mounting

With waste fitting, with lifting shaft  GB41214141 
With waste fitting and strainer plug valve  GB41214147

Nautic washbasin mixer with 150 mm spout movable 80°

Without waste fitting   GB41214045

Nautic washbasin mixer with 150 mm spout, movable 80° with
chromed hand shower and wall mounting

Without waste fitting   GB41214145

M
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Bottom valves

Captive waste   GB41637445 
Push-down valve   GB41636575 01 

Extended lever for functional adaptation. 
Complement to already installed mixers.

Lever for all Nautic single lever mixers, chrome  GB41637360 01 
Lever for all Nautic single lever mixers, chrome with red and blue mark  GB41637363  01 

3880 Water trap for wall connection 
The unit consists of a water trap along with pipes and
a cap for wall connection.  

Water trap for wall connection   GB41103880 00W

3880 Water trap for floor connection with L-pipe
The unit consists of a water trap along with an L-pipe
and a cap for floor connection. This water trap is
particularly suitable for installations where the drain
opening is positioned close to the wall.

Water trap for floor connection  GB41103880 00L
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For prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to range and specifications without notice. When making important decisions, check in advance.

ART no

ART no

Nautic washbasin mixer
Without waste fitting     GB41214081

SUPPLEMENTS:
Push-down valve    GB41636575 01 
Captive waste   GB41637445 
Transformer     GB41638561  

SENSOR-CONTROLLED MIXERS FOR WASHBASINS
• Ideal for use in the home as well as  
 in public environments
• Approved flexible water  
 connection for easier installation
• Auto-calibrating – i.e. settings   
 adjusted automatically according  

 to distance to the washbasin
• Batteries included; easily accessible  
 in the mixer
• Temperature knob or plug for fixed  
 temperature

• The sensitivity of the sensor can be  
 adjusted without using tools
• Cleaning mode. Cover the sensor eye  
 for 15 seconds to deactivate the mixer  
 for one minute

NAUTIC BIDET MIXER
• Adjustable comfort flow
• Adjustable comfort temperature
• Approved flexible water con- 
 nection for easier installation

• Ball jointed aerator
• Possible to lock the hot water tempe- 
 rature for increased scald protection 

Logic washbasin mixer

Without waste fitting, Classy Chrome  GB41214981 

SUPPLEMENTS
Push-down valve   GB41636575 01
Captive waste   GB41637445
Transformer    GB41638561  

Nautic bidet mixer

With waste fitting with lifting shaft   GB41214071
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For prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to range and specifications without notice. When making important decisions, check in advance.

ART no

ART no

Logic shower mixer, thermostatic with shower connection upwards

160 c-c, Classy Chrome  GB41204924 
150 c-c, Classy Chrome   GB41214924 

For replacement with coloured part. 
Set of flow and temperature knobs.
Sinful Black  GB41638528-23 
Perfect White  GB41638528-25 
Moody Blue  GB41638528-36 
Crazy Orange  GB41638528-38

Logic shower mixer, thermostatic with shower  
connection downwards

160 c-c, Classy Chrome  GB41204904 
150 c-c, Classy Chrome  GB41214904 

For replacement with coloured part. 
Set of flow and temperature knobs.
Sinful Black  GB41638528-23 
Perfect White  GB41638528-25 
Moody Blue  GB41638528-36 
Crazy Orange  GB41638528-38

Coloric shower mixer thermostatic with shower connection downwards
160 c-c

Sinful Black  GB41209204-23 
Rough Aluminium  GB41209204-46 
Heavenly Champagne  GB41209204-47 
Moody Blue  GB41209204-36 
Passionate Red  GB41209204-49 

Coloric shower mixer thermostatic with shower connection downwards
150 c-c

Sinful Black  GB41219204-23 
Rough Aluminium  GB41219204-46
Heavenly Champagne  GB41219204-47 
Moody Blue  GB41219204-36 
Passionate Red  GB41219204-49

Coloric shower mixer thermostatic with shower connection upwards 
connection 160 c-c

Sinful Black  GB41209224-23 
Rough Aluminium  GB41209224-46 
Heavenly Champagne  GB41209224-47 
Moody Blue  GB41209224-36 
Passionate Red  GB41209224-49 

Coloric shower mixer thermostatic with shower connection upwards
connection 150 c-c

Sinful Black  GB41219224-23 
Heavenly Champagne  GB41219224-47 
Rough Aluminium  GB41219224-46 
Moody Blue  GB41219224-36 
Passionate Red  GB41219224-49 

LOGIC THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER
• Reacts quickly to changes in tem- 
 perature and pressure that can  
 occur in the system

• Built-in automatic scald protection  
 and hot-water block
• Ceramic shut-off for longer service  
 life and reduced risk of leakage

• Coloured knobs as an option

COLORIC THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER 
• Reacts quickly to changes in  
 temperature and pressure that can  
 occur in the system

• Built-in automatic scald protection  
 and hot-water block
• Hard anodised aluminium, just as  
 scratch resistant as chroming

• Aluminium is 100% recyclable
• Ceramic shut-off for longer service  
 life and reduced risk of leakage
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For prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to range and specifications without notice. When making important decisions, check in advance.

ART no

BATHTUB SPOUTS FOR NAUTIC AND LOGIC THERMOSTATIC MIXERS
• Suits Nautic & Logic showermixers 
(manufactured January 2013 and later)

• When the spout points forwards, the   
 water comes out of the spout;   
 when it is turned under the mixer, the   
 water comes out of the hand shower

• Turnable bathtub spout improves  
 safety for children playing in the tub
• The spout does not take up any space   
 in the bath

Turnable bathtub spout   GB41638760 

NAUTIC THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER
• Reacts quickly to changes in tempe-
 rature and pressure that can occur  
 in the system

• Built-in automatic scald protection  
 and hot-water block
• Shut-off button on the volume side  
 for comfort flow 

• Ceramic shut-off for longer service  
 life and reduced risk of leakage

Nautic thermostatic shower mixer with 
shower connection downwards

160 c-c    GB41205304 

150 c-c     GB41215304

Nautic Thermostatic shower mixer with shower connection upwards

160 c-c    GB41205324 

150 c-c    GB41215324

Nautic Thermostatic Combi shower mixer
shower connection downwards

160 c-c    GB41205387 

The package consists of: 
Mixer  GB41205304
Shower set GB41103250

150 c-c     GB41215387 

The package consists of: 
Mixer     GB41216304
Shower set    GB41103250

ART no
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G1/2

c-c

50

30

COLORIC SHOWER MIXER
• Hard anodised aluminium, just as  
 durable as chrome

• Aluminium is 100% recyclable

NAUTIC WALL-MOUNTED MIXER
• The hot water connection can be  
 blocked for increased scald  
 protection.

• The adjustable water-saving func- 
 tion is supplied deactivated, but  
 can be adjusted to suit your wishes  
 or requirements.

• The mixers can be combined with  
 all pipes for bathtubs, washbasins  
 or kitchen sinks.

Coloric shower mixer 150 c-c, incl. eccentric for mounting as 160 c-c.
Shower connection downwards

Sinful Black  GB41219004-23 
Rough Aluminium  GB41219004-46 
Heavenly Champagne  GB41219004-47 
Moody Blue   GB41219004-36 
Passionate Red  GB41219004-49

Nautic shower mixer.
Shower connection downwards, with extra water outtake

160 c-c   GB41204004 

150 c-c   GB41214004

SUPPLEMENTS
Valve/extra water outtake  FG079805705

Nautic shower mixer with lever down wards.
Shower connection downwards

160 c-c   GB41204014 

150 c-c   GB41214014 

Nautic shower mixer with lever downwards and shower  
connection upwards
Plugged outlet downwards

160 c-c  GB41204024 

150 c-c   GB41214024

ART no

ART no
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For prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to range and specifications without notice. When making important decisions, check in advance.
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ART no

LOGIC WALL-MOUNTED MIXER
• Can be combined with all spouts  
 for kitchen, washbasin and bathtub  
 uses

• The adjustable water-saving  
 function is supplied deactivated,  
 but can be adjusted to suit your  
 wishes or requirements.

• Plugged connections for extra hot  
 and cold water outlets
• Coloured levers as an option

Logic mixer for wall mounting
160 c-c, Classy Chrome  GB41204934 
150 c-c, Classy Chrome    GB41214934 

Logic spout for model GB41204934/GB41214934
with diverter  GB41636820 
85mm spout  GB41633631 
150mm spout   GB41633632 

Replacement lever in the following colours:
Sinful Black  GB41638515-23 
Perfect White  GB41638515-25 
Moody Blue  GB41638515-36 
Crazy Orange  GB41638515-38
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For prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to range and specifications without notice. When making important decisions, check in advance.

ART no

ART no

ART no

LOGIC THERMOSTATIC BATHTUB MIXER
• Reacts quickly to changes in tem- 
 perature and pressure that can  
 occur in the system
• Built-in automatic scald protection  
 and hot-water block

• Safety  button on temperature side  
 at 38°C 
• Push-operated selector built into  
 the hose connector

• Ceramic shut-off for longer service  
 life and reduced risk of leakage
• Coloured knobs as accessories
• Turnable bathtub spout improves   
 safety for children playing in the tub

COLORIC THERMOSTATIC BATHTUB MIXER
• Reacts quickly to changes in tem- 
 perature and pressure that can  
 occur in the system
• Built-in automatic scald protection  
 and hot-water block

• Hard anodised aluminium, just as  
 durable as chrome
• Aluminium is 100% recyclable
• Ceramic shut-off for longer service  
 life and reduced risk of leaks

• Safety  button on temperature side  
 at 38°C 
• Pull diverter
• Approved non-return valves

NAUTIC THERMOSTATIC BATHTUB MIXER
• Reacts quickly to changes in tem- 
 perature and pressure that can  
 occur in the system
• Built-in automatic scald protection  
 and hot-water block

• Safety  button on temperature side  
 at 38°C 
• Safety  button on volume side for  
 comfort flow (approx. 9l/min) 

• Pull diverter
• Ceramic shut-off for longer service  
 life and reduced risk of leakage

Logic bathtub mixer, thermostatic

160 c-c, Classy Chrome  GB41204933 
150 c-c, Classy Chrome   GB41214933 

For replacement with coloured part. 
Set of flow and temperature knobs
Sinful Black  GB41638528-23 
Perfect White  GB41638528-25 
Moody Blue  GB41638528-36 
Crazy Orange  GB41638528-38

Coloric bathtub-mixer, thermostatic

160 c-c
Sinful Black  GB41209223 -23
Rough Aluminium  GB41209223 -46
Heavenly Champagne  GB41209223 -47
Moody Blue  GB41209223 -36
Passionate Red  GB41209223 -49

150 c-c
Sinful Black  GB41219223 -23
Rough Aluminium  GB41219223 -46
Heavenly Champagne  GB41219223 -47
Moody Blue   GB41219223 -36
Passionate Red  GB41219223 -49

Nautic bathtub mixer, thermostatic, with fixed spout  

160 c-c   GB41205333 

The package consists of:
Mixer GB41205304
Outlet spout GB41636820

150 c-c  GB41215333 

The package consists of:
Mixer GB41215304
Outlet spout GB41636820
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For prices, contact your dealer. We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes to range and specifications without notice. When making important decisions, check in advance.

ART no

ART no

COLORIC BATHTUB MIXER
• Hard anodised aluminium,  
 just as  durable as chrome

• Aluminium is 100% recyclable • Pull diverter

NAUTIC BATHTUB MIXER
• The hot water connection can be  
 blocked for increased scald  
 protection

• The adjustable water-saving func 
 tion is supplied deactivated, but  
 can be adjusted to suit your wishes  
 or requirements

• Pull diverter

Coloric bathtub mixer
150 c-c incl. eccentric for mounting as 160 c-c.

Sinful Black  GB41219023-23 
Rough Aluminium  GB41219023-46  
Heavenly Champagne  GB41219023-47  
Moody Blue  GB41219023-36 
Passionate Red  GB41219023-49 

Nautic bathtub mixer

160 c-c  GB41204023 

150 c-c  GB41214023

Nautic bathtub mixer

160 c-c  GB41204033 

150 c-c  GB41214033

Nautic bathtub mixer with swivel outlet

160 c-c  GB41204035 

150 c-c  GB41214035
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ART no

ART no

ART no

COLORIC SHOWER SET
• Hard anodised aluminium,  
 just as durable as chrome
• Aluminium is 100% recyclable

• 1,75 m metal interlock hose
• Hand shower with 3 functions

• Can be combined with all our  
 bathtub and shower mixers

SHOWER SET
• Shower hose, 1.75 m
• Hand shower with 3 functions
• Soap shelf with hooks

• Adjustable top fixation
• Wall fixations adapted for gluing  
 or traditional screw-mounting

• Can be combined with all our  
 bathtub and shower mixers

NAUTIC II SHOWER SET
• 1,75 m metal interlock hose • Hand shower with 3 functions

• Adjustable top fixation
• Can be combined with all our  
 bathtub and shower mixers

Coloric shower set with 1.75 m hose.

Sinful Black  GB41103390-23  
Rough Aluminium  GB41103390-46 
Heavenly Champagne  GB41103390-47 
Moody Blue  GB41103390-36 
Passionate Red  GB41103390-49

Shower set with 1.75 meter hose.
Including soap shelf with hooks   GB41103250 

Nautic II shower set with 1.75 m hose

Crome   GB41104053-00
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ART no

ART no

FIXED SHOWER SET
• Fixed ceiling shower with generous  
 flow of water
• Hand shower on slider
• Pull diverter

• 1.75 m metalled hose
• For mixers with shower connection  
 upwards

• Can be connected to mixers with  
 shower connection downwards 
 (accessory required)

HAND SHOWER AND WALL MOUNTING
• When there is not enough space  
 for a complete shower set with a  
 rail, a separate hand shower with  
 wall mounting may be the solution

Hand shower                  GB41636596 00

Hose                    GB41636266 00

Wall mounting                   GB41637575

G1 Shower set
Shower head, 200 x 200 mm

G1 Shower set including 
Nautic thermostatic mixer
Mixer, 160 c-c     GB41205325 
Mixer, 150 c-c     GB41215325 

G1 Shower set without mixer, intended for combination  
with mixer with shower connection upwards     GB41103225 

Consists of:
Fixed ceiling-mounted shower
Hand shower on slider
Pull diverter
1.75 m metalled hose

SUPPLEMENTS
Wall mountings (ringed) for installation 
with shower mixer with shower 
connection downwards    GB41638464 

G2 Shower set
Shower head, dia. 200 mm

G2 Shower set including 
Nautic thermostatic mixer
Mixer, 160 c-c     GB41205320 
Mixer, 150 c-c     GB41215320 

G2 Shower set without mixer, intended for combination  
with mixer with shower connection upwards   GB41103220 

Consists of:
Fixed ceiling-mounted shower
Hand shower on slider
Pull diverter
1.75 m metalled hose

SUPPLEMENTS
Wall mountings (ringed) for installation 
with shower mixer with shower 
connection downwards    GB41638464 
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ART no

Logic kitchen sink mixer with high spout and dishwasher shut-off
Classy Chrome    GB41204996 

Replacement lever and dishwasher shut-off in the  
following colours:
Sinful Black  GB41638520-23 
Perfect White  GB41638520-25 
Moody Blue  GB41638520-36 
Crazy Orange  GB41638520-38

LOGIC KITCHEN SINK MIXER
• Energy classification B
• Adjustable comfort flow
• Adjustable comfort temperature

• Approved flexible water  
 connection for easier installation
• Spout swivel 110° (Limit on 0° 
  and 60°)

• Coloured levers as option

Logic kitchen sink mixer with high spout
Classy Chrome  GB41204956 

Replacement lever in the following colours:
Sinful Black  GB41638515-23 
Perfect White  GB41638515-25 
Moody Blue  GB41638515-36 
Crazy Orange  GB41638515-38 
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• Adjustable comfort flow
• Adjustable comfort temperature

• Approved flexible water  
 connection for easier installation

• Coloured levers as an option

Logic kitchen sink mixer with high spout
Classy Chrome    GB41204958  

Replacement lever in the following colours:
Sinful Black    GB41638515  
Perfect White    GB41638515  
Moody Blue    GB41638515  
Crazy Orange    GB41638515  

Logic kitchen sink mixer with high spout and dishwasher shut-off
Classy Chrome  GB41204998  

Replacement lever and washing machine knob in the  
following colours:
Sinful Black   GB41638520  
Perfect White   GB41638520  
Moody Blue    GB41638520  
Crazy Orange    GB41638520  

LOGIC KITCHEN SINK MIXER

• Hard anodised aluminium, just as  
 scratch  resistant as chroming
• Aluminium is 100% recyclable

• Approved flexible water  
 connection for easier installation
• Spout swivel  110°  or fixed

• Coloric kitchen sink mixers are  
 also ideal for tall worktop wash- 
 basin models

Coloric kitchen sink mixer

Sinful Black    GB41209055-23
Rough Aluminium    GB41209055-46
Heavenly Champagne    GB41209055-47
Moody Blue    GB41209055-36
Passionate Red    GB41209055-49

COLORIC KITCHEN SINK MIXERS
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ART no

NAUTIC KITCHEN SINK MIXERS
• Energy classification B
• Adjustable comfort flow
• Adjustable comfort temperature
• Approved flexible water  
 connection for easier installation

• Spout swivel  110° on low models
• Spout swivel 110° (Limit on 0° and
 60°)

• Possible to lock the hot water  
 temperature for increased scald  
 protection

Nautic kitchen sink mixer with high spout,
without dishwasher shut-off   GB41204056

Nautic kitchen sink mixer with high spout,
with dishwasher shut-off   GB412040 96

SUPPLEMENTS
Connection angle to bench dishwasher or coffee machine    GB41635790-01

Nautic kitchen sink mixer with low cast spout, 
without dishwasher shut-off  GB41204055 

With hand shower and counter top bushing  GB41204155

Nautic kitchen sink mixer with high spout,  
without dishwasher shut-off   GB41204057  

Nautic kitchen sink mixer with high spout, with dishwasher shut-off  GB41204097  

SUPPLEMENTS
Connection angle to worktop dishwasher or coffee machine  GB41635790 01  
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ART no

Nautic kitchen sink mixer with low cast spout,
with dishwasher shut-off  GB41204095 

With hand shower and counter top bushing  GB41204195 

SUPPLEMENTS
Connection angle to bench dishwasher or coffee  machine   GB41635790-01 

Nautic kitchen sink mixer for wallmounting 
Moveable outlet spout mounted from above

160 c-c  GB41204256

Nautic kitchen sink mixer for wallmounting  Moveable outlet 
spout mounted from below  and with extra water outlet

160 c-c  GB41204255 

SUPPLEMENTS
Valve/extra water outtake  FG079805705

ART no

ND 40 KITCHEN SINK MIXERS
• Approved flexible water  
 connection for easier installation
• Spout pivots through 110°

• Possible to lock the hot water  
 temperature for increased scald  
 protection

ND 40 kitchen sink mixer with high cast spout,
without dishwasher shut-off   GB41209455

With hand shower and counter top bushing   GB41209451

ND 40 kitchen sink mixer with high cast spout,
with dishwasher shut-off   GB41209495

With hand shower and counter top bushing   GB41209491 

SUPPLEMENTS
Connection angle to bench dishwasher or coffee machine   GB41635790-01
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ART no

Outdoor tap with approved non-return valve and knob,  
self-draining.

For wall thicknesses of max. 30-400 mm    GB410105061

OUTDOOR TAP
• Simple to install and use
• Can be fitted to old, existing pipes
• Self-draining downwards, which  
 helps protect the façade

• Frost-proof – even if a hose is  
 connected
• For wall thicknesses of max.  
 400 mm or max. 1000 mm

• With removable key or knob

Outdoor tap with approved non-return valve and key,  
self-draining.

For wall thicknesses of max. 30-400 mm     FG1015062 

For wall thicknesses of max. 30-1000 mm    GB410105070
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